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The problem 

•  (putting aside the crisis for a moment) 
•  The wider region is very polycentric. That’s not without problems, but 

not for today. (Hall and Pain 2006) 
•  Within Greater London workplaces have become more centralised 
•  This generates avoidable travel, emissions 
•  Tidal movements inefficient use of radial infrastructure 
•  Limits employment options for those with small search areas or 

constrained mobility. Gender dimension. 











Growing centralisation of offices 

 
•  Employment very concentrated in inner London (mainly centre); 
•  Centralisation getting worse 
•  Nothing can “compete” financially with residential land values 10 x 

industrial, 5 x offices outside the Centre of London. The London Plan 
gives in to this market logic. So do most boroughs. (Maguire 2007) 

 Outer 
London Inner London 

GVA by workplace, 1998 £48,591m £84,488m 
 Jobs per resident 2002 0.68 5.44  

Office Jobs in the zone 2000 325,830 964,999 
7,782,000m2 20,768,000m2 Office Floorspace 2002 

 27% 73% 

Rental Values, Town Centres 2004   £179/m2/yr £403/m2/yr 
(£1000 peak) 

Proposals/Permissions  23% 77% Office 
Development 

Pipeline 
2002 

Under Construction 11% 89% 

 



town centre 
 activity 

(after Batty) 

Retail and public services concentrating in fewer 
centres; 60% of OL jobs in Town Centres 



Rail plans 2007 



…with one exception 

Extension due to open in 2011
Connection with Tramlink

© Transport for London, London Overground, April 2010. 

Extension due to open in 2012

Connection with National Rail 

Interchange stations

Step-free access from the platform to the street
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•  Hall, P, M Edwards and D Robson (1999)   London's Spatial Economy: the 
dynamics of change, London: London Development Partnership (LDP) and 
Royal Town Planning Institute  http://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/1369585/ 





Beware, however… 



Barriers to progress: 

•  inflated residential land values so severe (still) that 
non-residential space disappears 

•  travel card pricing removes one incentive on 
commuters to spend days at home or locally 

•  some 3rd workplaces disappearing through cuts - 
libraries etc 

•  public and private services tending to concentrate 
in fewer larger units 

•  whatever happened to “Lifetime 
neighbourhoods”? 

•  the crisis: could this help a new economy? 
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